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ABSTRACT
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g,

In order for .the solar industrY to be successful in stimulating commercial use .

of solar energy,lit must provide for the development of manpower resourceith
the knowledge and-skills to insrall and maintain soliir systems. The signifi-
cance of the demand for solar equipment and solar workers must_be known before
plans can he made to-develop a curriCuium to train these workers. The' first
objective of this paper is to present tl*)'national need for manpgwer trained
in solar energy technology and report it by state. The second objective is
to identi.ify the solar industry manpower'populations and to identify the taSics
that should be performed by solar technical and skiLled-werkers. An analysis
of this information will provide the manpower population determination and
shoul'd aid in solar manpower curricull.um design.

DESCRIPTION OF TUE PROJECT

In order for the solar industry t8 be successful.in stimulating commercial use
of *solar energy, it must provide for the development of manpower resources with
the knowledge and skills.to install and miintain solar systems. The signifi-
cance'ofithe demand'for solar equipment and solar workers must be known before
plans c.in be made.to develop 4 curriculum to train qese woriers. Aere should
be a well founded expectation that theri will exist a clear deman4ofor ttie
training, and emptloyment opportunities for the graduates of the training program.
Ithretofore, there have been insufficient data available regarding the number of
solar energy workers that could be employ0 in this-new "and emerging field, This

Ct*., papel; reports the findillgs of a study performed by Navarro College for the Depart-
_Fent of Energy td 'determine the quantitative and quali:tative questions for man-
power in the solar-energy industry. The objective of this project has beyn to

PI determine the national need in the United States for manpower trained in solar
energy technology ana report it,by state. This .project forecasts future manpower,
requirements for Ole solar industry "by determining both the quantitative and
qualitaUve needs for developing solar skillel manpower". :
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Secondary objectives have included the identification of the solar industry ManL
pewer populations and the identifitation of tasks that should-lad performed by

'solar technical And skilled workers An analysis of this inforeation has pro-
vided:the manpower Population determination and should aid In "solar manpower
curritplum design.

The project-contract had thred basit tasks:.

Task 1. Conduct a survey of. solar. heating and 000ling systems
equipment using ERDA, NASA, and private Andustry resources.

Task 2.- Review existing conSumer,demand studies to forecast nen-
power requirements..

Task 1. Conduct a skills study to determine the types of curriculum
required to produce the trained manpower identified in Task ,

2 above.

The final solar manpowet asseSsment was forMulated .from the resulte Of these three
.

tasks.

.-
Three separate working groups were formed to address these tasks: an equipment
group, a market penetration group, and a skills analysis gtoup A foUrth group:,
the manpower assessment group, coMbined the resOlts from the three initial work-
ing groups to meet the overall proje4 objectiveS, namely,

-To produce a forecast Pbr solar-trained manpower needs. 7
'

1
-To determine ,the types of training required to produce hanpOwer
capable of performing the tasks identifi,ed in the' task dnalysi61

-Projections of Expdcted Demand for So4r Systems
4

It was the basic assumption of this project that the demand for solar manpowervy
is a direct function of the demand felt..evier equipment, .The forecast of demanci,
for solar equipment is. 1;a-etT-671-6Xiating studies.

'Selection of Data Base

All
[f

available market studies were reviewed and analyzedj lloweser, only 1974 or
later studies were sufficlently current to be cOnsieered for selection. The
objective of this ptocess wasito obtain the best estimates of the number of
solar units to be installed nationally, regiOnally, and s:tate-by-stata. The Vgp
methodology and essumptiOns used in each stigly were analyzed to select the
most reasonalile approach to the problemd A decision was made to usd three
different studies as, the basis of foreasts for the number'of instailations in
this country.
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These studies were as 41lows:

. The University of New Mexico Study

Title: The Economics of Solar Home Heating

Date:, July 1976. ;.

2.- The MITRE Corporation (MITRE) Study:

Title: Ah'Economic Analy_sis of Solar Water and Space Heatina

Date: July 1977

I.
3. The Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA) Study:

iritle: Solar Market Capture ,and Market Penetration'
By-Sheldon Butt

Date: October 1976 .°

r

Tbe rationale for selection Of the above studies is a follows:

v

The SEIA study is the industry's own estimate,of its market penetration. As such,
it 'represents the views of those who must directly gain or lose depending on the
accuracy of their perception.

The MITRE study is the product of the most intense effort by Din to date to arrive
at feasibility and market penetration estimate. MITRE estimates are being used
extensively by DOE in many other analyses. ,f

ThO'University of New Mexico study (UNM stUdy) fo4asts the, economic feasibility
of solar energy state-by-state, by year, and.by application. Due to exogenous
variables, such as orientation and structqe, freedom from obstacles, and age
of the structure, econotAic feasibility is not readily-translated to market r.

penetration. It was necessary, for this project, to carry out an assessment
of market penetration, incorporating the economic feasibility as determined
by the Uy study.

Figure 1 illustrates the major differtnces among the three'studies selected
.and highlights the major assumptions each study employed. The studies produced
several scenarios, each with its own assumptions. The UNM study, for example,
had scenarios for two different interest rales and three differ'ent estimates?
!)f solar equipment costs. The most reaSonabIe scenarios, in our opinion,
were selected for presentation in the table. It should not be conauded that
,the three forecasts wbuld be the same even if each of the three studies were
based on the same set of assumptions. Different methodologies and, More impor-
tantly, different investment criteria, cause significantly different conclusions.

Cal



The UNM, SLIA, and MITRE studies provided regionalized results. MITRE used

climatological data,from sixteen different eitietithat represent sixteen

different zones. sgIA similarly selected se'veral regions for ana7lysis and

drew.conclusions for the entire country. The UNM study provided analysis .

by state and by year. Since housing data are readily available by state,

it was possible to make manpower forecasts, by's-tate, for this project

based on the UNM study.

Market Penetration

The fractio1)4of the total housing market expected to have solar systems

installed, when it is economically feasible to do so, is called the market

penetration. The yearly marketyenetration foi hot water and-hot wat'er/space

11Fating systems for both retrofit and new installations are given in Figure

2. The assumptions and reasoning used to arrive at these ratios are also

given.

The projected demand for solar equipdent is substantial, based on three major

market studies 7- one produced by the MITRE Corporation, another, by the

University of New Mexico (UNM), and a third by the Solar Energy Industries

Association.(SEIA). All three studies agree that by 1985 there will be at

least 2.4 million solar hot water/space heating units installe& in the re-

sidential sector of the United States. Figure 3 compares the projections

of solar installations by the three'studies.

Manhour Requirements for Solar Energy Systems

The determination of manhour requirements per solar sygtem is a key to esti-

mating the future manpower demanddOr the solar industry. Information ob-

tained by the e9uiulent group indicates thaethe manhour requirements occun

in four phaseg: design time, installation time, maintenance,time, and re-

Jpair time. These four different times can be determined separately silice

each is independenl.' The sum of these'four times is the manhour requirement

per system.

Time Definitions
.

Design time consists primarily Of calculating heating load requirements,

energy gain from'insolation, choosing Collector types.and other factors

concerning system design. The first solar system designAa person performs

will generally take longer than i,ubsequent designs dye to'lack of experience. .%

Furtheimore, the design time requirement can be reduced.by formulating

tables of data used extensively in calculations.

Installation Time

Installation time is mainly hands-on time and requires knowledge of skins

from various tradvs, This time,depends greatlyon.the size of the system

bFing installed, which includes the collector size,.storage tankisize, and

other perLinenti factors.' Studies ol solar energy demonstration projects

and private 'installations-indicate that the greittest varying factor ill

installation time is the total collector area, the time nr installing

auxiliary components reMains fairly constant. '
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Maintenance Time

Maintenance time depends more on the system complexity (whether a hot water
. only system or space heating and hot water combined system) than the system

size.

Repair Time

The repair tiMe depends on the type of problem licountered, which is totally
unprdiictable and uncontrollable, and therefore .ould only be estimated.

Factors Used for Time Determinations:

To ensure proper determination of the times for each phase basic infor-
mation:used was as follows:.

1. The solar emergy system defined as the most typical" system
uses flat-plate collectors.

2. The typical solar hot water system has 50 square feet of Collec-
tor area, while the typical combined sOace heating and hot water
system has nearly 300 square feet.of collector area.

3 The optimum collector size for each State is determined from the
average daily insolation, weather data, and other collector
characteristics for 75% of the heating lOad requirements of an
average single family,housing unit.

447

jnstallation manuals and operational procedures from various manUfacturers
T roviding detailed/study of design proeedures combined with the aio;ove informa-
tion showed that the design time for each generic type. of solar system shOuld
be relatively constant.- The installation time should be a direct function Of
total collector area-since diere is little.time variation in the installation
of.auxiliary components. Thus, it Is necessary to determine how the installa-
tion time varies with total ciallector area. The maintenanCe time, similar to-
design time, is relatively constant because it is related to systeartype
rather than:total collector:area or other factors,: Since it Is impossible
to relate repair time with'any predictable factor, it is plausible te assump
no time.for repair and to' remain conservative in the estimation of manpower^
requirement per solar system. Thus, the efforts in this project were directed
toward determining design, installation, and maintenance time.

Contractor Survey

A nationwide survey of-Solar contractors was-made with better than 30% response.
s:After preparing the data base, a- statistical analysis was performed. Mere
',were some interesting results. The design time is constant for small variations .
in'total collector area. .For a typical domestic hot Water system,.the design
time-ecis between 15 and 1S hours. The design time for spa6g heating systems
varies greatly because all generic types were combined. (The installatiOn
time was found'to.beii direct function.of total collector.area;) For a typical

'4
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/ domestic hot'water system the installatioAltime is approximately 64 hours,'
/ while for a space heating dys'tem it is between 120 and 183 licitirs...The mainte

tir4,Proved to be relatively constant for space heating Systems while- ,.
it varied somewhat for hot water systems. This is dueto.t he variability in

11 the maintenance data becanse iio significa4 maintenance records.have been
f I

kept to data.

It is important to note that the results obtained .include the'effect of k.
over4ead time, learning curve (experienced vs. non-experienced), generic I'

type 'distinctions,- and climatological effects. It was not possible to
earry.out statistical analysts by region because of a small-sample

Manufacturers and. Distributors IntervieWs.
^

1

Manufacturers and distributors were ih.prViewed for design, installation, 'and'
maintenance time. It is interesting to note.that mai-1hour values for'the three
phases are conSistently lower than the values derivgd by statistical analysis.
The design time forslomeseiC hot water system is'nearly two -hours-while the
design time for Space heating systems is 9 to 50 tiours. This is substantially
lower because a large part of design time riay bp abSorbed by a manufaeturet's
dbsign experts,.and computers, or distributors may llondle the design for the
brand of produt they.stock. Installation time ranges from 65 to 100 manhours
.for space heating systems. This broad range is expeted because of the varfious N

types of solar equipient produced by Manufacturers. The installation time for'
domestic hot water systems is'from 16'to 24panhours: The maintenance time
is approximately 2 Mamhours per year for a hot*water system and between.7 to
10 manhours per year for A sVace heating sYstem. This surVey.has been. quite
useful in establishing that there ig a definite overhead tiMe.

In iidd4ion to these specific questions regarding sign,,'installation, and
maintenance time for solar systems, the:contractors were,asked for general '

comments\-ka their need for solar-trained workers. Theg\g'commentg were helpful
in providiag project personnel with an insight i:nio the preblems facing the
solar contractor.

-

.Committee of,Experienced Consultants
_ -

_ _

Persons were contacted who had desine4 and ins:talled several syqtems and who
*ire cOnsidered pioneers in the solar field. They were asked to define'the
time required in each.phase_for the typacal domestic hot water system and.the
typical hot.waler and space-heating combined'system.

The concensus,wak that the installation time. for 4 typical domestic hot water
system is approxrbately 5p manhours'ip re,trofit constructton.,For a space.

,-heating and hot water comb,ined system, that time.is approximatel,,132 manhours.
For new installations these times could possibly 'be reduce'd by half, depending
on tile efficiency of the installers.

Coo
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The design Xime is apptotimately 5 to 7 manhours for hot water and 20 to .

30 tanhours for sPace heating, f,vdesigner has aniadequate background and
some p)ii)erienc4 in.the field. The maittenanee varies from system to system,
but it is. appreximately 2 manhours per year for hot water nd 10 to 15 man-
hours per year 'or space heing.. Comparing these values ith manufacturers'

' values Lt seems \that manufacturers' suggested time n all phases may not
aCcount for overhead time arid other faetors. The var bility of the data

: in the-statistical analysis may also be mxplainbd in terms of differing
efficiencies of-solar installers.

,
Tji s- tory1n

f
Using the' times lised for each task in :.heask Inventdry, values for de-
si installation time,lanid maintenance time for typical systems were

ained. The installation tlimes for typical domestic hot water-and for
typical spare heating and hof yater combined systems are 46 and 127ymanhours,
respectively.. ThZse time=va,..ues are in-agreement with values obtained by
statistical analysis. The d'esign times of 10 arid 34 maithours fo domestic
hot water,.and space heating4and; hot water respectivelY, are also n agree- *

client with the results of th Statistical analysis. -The maintenan e time in
this case is, a little highqg than that from the statistical analysis because
the task inventory listed fri detail all taska required for maintehance rather.
than-only, those tasks thatiorie would Aormally eicpeet to encounte,r.'

Combined Results
oi

Combining the results obtkiined in each of the metholts,, the final values for
manhour requirements foria typical solar system are shown in Figure 4.

=

Calcuiation of Man ower e 'uirements for the Domeetic Solar Ener Indus

;-The conceptual formula Oed in, this projeCt lor calculating the
f .requirements (not increinental) is given as follows:

Yeely manpower =

.

rly manpow

N(T +T) I X T
d +

1735
,

. Where I =r Numbek .ofinstallations in yer n
n . i

.

.

.

r Td Hour0 required tordesign tical s0tem
, .

T 2. Hourls requirtilaao install typical.system ,

\ * i

. !
,

.

1 r. Tot il number of Solar systems installed to data

1735

.1 .

.7 rr
to

Average maintenance time per system per year -
.±.

.

.

i
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The figure 1735 represents the number of hours that the typical tradesman
works per year according to the Bureau of Lklor Statistics.

Manpower Forecasts Bbsed on Three Maiket Studies

i

Based on the ttiree installation projections, total manpower demands were cal-
culated. These demands are plotted on a yearly basis in Figure 5. CalculationS
using data from the SEIA study give the highest figures showing i need for
approximately 80,,000 practicing solar workers in the field by 1985. Using
data from the University of New MexicO, nearly 404000 people will be working'
in the solar fiel4 in 1935. The most conservative calculations, using data
from the MITRE study indicate 25,000 people will be working in the field
in 1985. Thus, it ca be concluded from this .project that,.by 1985, ataleast
25,000 p9ople will be iiorking in the field as technicians and mechanics for
design, installation and maintenance of solar equipment.in the residential
sector of the United States:

dr.

By 1990, this total manpower demand increases to a minimum of 50,00 workers,
using data from the MITRE and University of New Mexico studies. According
to the SEIA study, the manPOwer demand increases to 325,Q,4J0 people by 1990.

The manpower demand using the University of New Mexico,sEudy as a base is
shown in Figure 6for space heating and domestic hot water systems anci in
Figure 7 for 'domestic hot wafter systems. These forecasts are by state, by

from 1978 to 1990. The incremental manpower dtmand is shown on the
bo tom line. This number is the estimate of new workers required for the
c rrespondihg year.

o

SKILLS ANALYSIS

This project determined the expected Lime required to design, install, and
maintain solar space heating and hot water systems.- For this study, it

% was sound that the typical installationpime for a domestic hotswater system
is 40 nhours, plus an additional 10 manhours required for design, and 2
manhou s per year for maintenance. The typical domestic space heating sys-
tem requires 125 manhourA to install, 30 manhours toidesign, and 10 manhours
per year to maintain,. ir

r
.e.

Using a_task analysis approach all tasks required for a typical solar system
were listed and analyzed.

Task Inventory

- A taSk inventory Nas prepared which listed all'the major dutieS._and aSsoci-
ated tasks Sor the design, installation, and maintenance of a solar domestic
hot water heating and cooling system. Three questions-Were asked for each
task statement on the Task Invettory.Form.

1. How mapy peOple'are required to garry out the task?

2. How much-time is required to carry out the task?

3. How difficdlt is it for a:Terson to learn how to do the task?

CGO
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-"Learning Difficulty" was denoted on three.levels -- 1, 2., or 3, depending

on whether the task was 1 - easy to learn; 2 - moderately difficult to learn
3 - difficult 'to learh.

Task Analysis

The purpose of the Task Analysis was to provide a_detailed listing of t
stegp typically performed fl the design, installaflon, and maintenanFe
of a solar. system, SO that a Solar technology curriculum could be developea
should the need for such a curriculum be established. This analysis also

'listed tools and equipment,'materials and componenteg required science and
,mathematics and a performance obiective for each of the duty statements.

Aro

Assignment of.,Tasks to Trades'
s'

Each task statement in the Task Iventory was labeled and attributed to the
tradesman who normally or traditionally might perform that task. This made
possible the formation of two matrices.(figure '8 and Figure 9) which can be
used, to qompare the.learning difficulty levels with the type of tradesman
for solar design,rinstallation, and maintenance. The times given apply to
a 'system consi'sting of space beating plug domestic water heatiag. It is a
"Typical" system utilizing 300 square feet of water collectors.-

*

Trad 14,71trics

Down the left side of each matrix is listed the tradesperson who would be
expected to do the type ofvork for each task. Across the top are die
"Learning Difficulty" levels as given in column 3 of the Task Inventory.
Each "level" is further broken down into Design', Installatpn, and Nainte-
nance (denoted by Des., Ins., and Mtn.). In Figure 8, man-minutes are
listed for a flat7plate, liquid syStem. Th'ese times were taken directly
from the'Task Inventory, and are.listed on the matrix according to trades-
man and learning level (which is further separated into design, installa-
tion, and maintenance). Theopercentages, shoim in parentheses' ix; each square,
were obtained by summing all the times (Des., Ins., and Mtn.) in the square
and dividing by the total job time, shown in the bottom, right hand square.
In Figure 9 the same data are shown for a flat-plate, air system rather
than liquid. Note that for the liquid system, no sheet metal man is required;
hoWever, a plumber is-still required for the air sy,stem because of the'need
for domestic hot water. (The matrices do not include time for design or
installation of the conventional auxilj.ary system; otherwise the HVAC and sheet
metal personntl times would be increased significantly.) For either system,
some interesting observations can,be mpde. First, the "solar" skills are'
needed allittle more than 20% of the time. Second, the HVAC journeyman'skills
are needed 5% to 6% of the time, predominantly during the design o the system
.for calculations of the space heating and space'cooling loads. Third, plumbing
skills forpa liquid system are required-approximatfly 55% of"the time, and
this same percentage.applies to sheet metal skills for an air system. Last,

electrician skills are required about 4% to 5% of the time, carpentry about
12, and other (i.e., the homeowners, general laborer, commercial insulator,etc.),

CGO
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skills are required about,l0X of the time. Of,the total title required, approx-
imately 25% iin)olves Level 1 tasks, 45% Level 2, and 30% Level 3. Also, of
the total time, apprpximately 20% invorves design skills, 707 installation
skills, and 10% maintenance skills. lc must be remembered that these figures
apply to a "typical" system of approximately 300' square feet Of collector
area.

gar

Concluions Drawn From Matrices

An, ,analysis 6f thte tasks for design, installation, and maintenance for a typ-
ical polar system reveals that the solar tasks accounted air approximately
20% of the total task time. The semaining 80% of the tasks could be performed
by solar-trained conventional tradesmen. The heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning (HVAC) journeyman skills are peeded five to six percent of the
time, and are attributable-mostly to design'of the system.' Plumbing skills
for a liquid system are required approximately fifty-five percent of the time,
and this same percentage applies to sheet metal skills for an air system.
Lastly, electric4an skills are required about four to five percent of the time,
carpentry about one percent, and otgtx skWs about two percent of the time.

Using degree ot difficulty and background knowledge required as tfie critega,
the solar tasks could be divided ineO two categories. TWo types of solar
workers were defihed from the two categories of solar tasks: the solar
mechanic and the solar technician, .

The solar mechania is defined as a conventional tradesMan with knowledge of
Solar systems. This person is.expected to perform entry jevel tasks ed in-
stallation and routine maintepance.

,
The solar tasks to be performed by,the solar mechanic are to:

MOunt each collector.

1
- Check n)rmal" positions of motorized valves andidampers.

- Monitor flowrates and temperature differentials to test
system operation.

These solar mechanic tasks represent two peicent of,the total design instalra-
,Ltion, and maintenance time for a typical solar energy'system.

The solar technician has knowledge and skills specific tq solar system design,*
installativn, and diagnostic troubleshooting. Specifically, hdd/her: solar'
duties and tasks are to:

,- Cdlculate h"ot, water load.

- Choose collector type'.

407's
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- Calculate solar gain on unit area basils.

- Determine maximum available collector area.

- Determine optimum collector area.

- Design fluid flow systems.

- Check-out the system, powered components. a

- Calibrate and test solar temperature differential controls.
,

.= Test systtm operational modes.

The educational background needed by the solar "mechanic" to enable him/her
to learn the required solar tasks As follows:

c- 1. 'A high scirool education,

2. Experience primarily in plumbing (for liquid systems ) or in sheet
metal (for air systems).

,

Therefore, the educational background for the solar '5mechanic" is neatly
identical to that of'the practicing plumber or sheet'metal tradesman.

The educational preparation to enable the solar "technicianX to perform the re-
quired tasks'includes the following: .

1. A high.school education,

2. : Basic .mathematics,i,

3. Basic physics,

4. Basic computer programming,

, 5. -Basic htatItransfer theory,

6. Basic fluid flow theory,

7. Drafting/blueprint reading,-

.8. Sun/earth. relationships and other environmental problems, -

9. Basic engineering technology.

.Thd education necessary for a solar "technician" exceeds that of a typical trades-
man, and is beyond the high scflool level. Tale conventionally trained tradesman
.in plumbingv Sheet metal, or heating, ventilating, and air Conditioning cannot
be easly upgraded to perform the ta"Sks of the solar technician, which :amount
to approximately 20% of the total time required ,to produee a staar energy system.

4.,
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..The techniciAn's tasks require design skills and thuS demand scientific.and

bmathematical'keowledge.

4

Since ,20% of the tasks performed-on splar kystems7are a:t the tee-hnl.cian 161e1,

the demand for solak_techt1cian.s.wilycomprise-approxilllately oti-fifth.of.the.

0 'total manpower requiretnent;'Thuisg, the demand ,for:sol:ar techniefans

at leas,t,5000 in.1985, amd'neatly 10000 in 1950, according ,to carcUlations

S ased on the *MITRE report.. Baied on the University of,New Me?cico and the-

SEIA studi'es, 91e demand is 8000 and 22,000 solar technicians, respectively:,

in.1985, and grows to 12,000 and 6,000 in 1990. These'trends for solar tech.-

njelans are displayed in Figure 10.

Thd regional manpower demand by state for solar technicians based'on the.UNK

study is shown in Figure 11.

To'supply the required number of solar technicians and mechanics at a stedy

rate, a minimum of 4000 workers Ast be trained every-year to fulfill the

increment in demand until 1985. Of these 4000 workers, at least 800 must be

trained at the solar technician level every year. In the years from 1985 to

1990, the yearly rate of supply must be.increased to nearly 6220 total workers

including at 1eas5, 1200 solar technicians.

CONCLUSIONS

A sUbstantial demand for trained skilled workers to design, install, and main-

tain solar systems will develop concurrently Willi the demand fer solar equip-

ment. According to the three solar market projections uded,-thers will be

least 2.4 million solar .units installed by 1985. Ace dingly, by that year

there must be a minimum of 25,000 skilled workers in t.. sol,pr field. One-
fifth of these workers must be trainsd at the technic n level.

Sblar technician' training will be equiValent in length ang extent to that 1or

HVAC technicians, approximately a two year program. There is no need for as

cociprehensive or as lengthy a training for workers in the solar mechanic

Most.solar mechanic training is being done and will be done by the

solar industry manufacturers, distributors, and dealers, and through short

courses ana'eontinuing education. However, there is a need for an eiucational

training program for solar mechanics if the individual does not have previous

knowledge and training in HVAC'and/or plumbing.

To meet. ,
the demand far solar workers, approdmately 80 schools, each graduatipg'

50 solar technicians per year, will be needed between 1978/and 1985. "To 1111

the yearly demand for technicians between 1985 and 1990,,41) ,ciditional schools

will be yequired. The regional development of these 8choo1s should follow

the regional demand for installations. -

-12-
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. .

. .

'Regiona.1 feasibility of saTar systems wi4 dete'rmine regional manpower de-
. ,viand; Solar'space heating will beeome.econOmically feasible among the '

Canadian border-States in the extreme northeast And north-central partS of
the nation between 1978 and 1980. Betwee 1980 and 1985, the middle belt -
-states will'shaw.increasingfeasibility. A expec far.fewer spaCe"heating
systems are forecast tor the southern sUn belt sta es. Solar water .heating
without spa.ce:heating.becomes feasible in a moKe scattered manner. cThe
trend for implementation varies with insolation and el,ectric rates sinde hot
water needs are more uniform than, space heating needs. ''' -: : .,,t,

:.

.,

RECOMMENDATIONS ,

Recommen44

1. That the solar mechanic training prbgrams now being undertaken
by solar manufacturers, distributors, and some trade unions be continued.
This training hould also be conducted through short courses, continuing
education programs), and certificate programs.

2. That the development of solar technician training programs begin
immediately.

*

3. That the basic technician training program contain the flexibility.
to accommodate localtregional variations and future developments in the solar
industry.

CCO. -13 14
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FIGURE 1.

1.
ASSUMPTIONS OF TUE TUREE STUDIES

I.

STUO9 cosT OF 80.1.4.1 'INTERESTNUIES

.

COMVENTIOW: FULL PRICE

.

MAIM PINITRATIOM

*

AX EFFECT

,

UMIVEISITY OY
1

NEW PSEXICO*
,

"plus Navarro
Collage's assumptions

....i

,

M.W. $11/ft 2

+ $300

20 yasr'life

S.M. $9.50/ft
2

,

+ $1,100 fixed costs

comparable typical

unit 30 year life

Real 2.52

'

Computer analysis of

lowest cast available

fuel per.M.B.7.1.1. by

state (see table).

Deregulation 04

natural las,

Fractioo of 'Market/Year .

W2i. . S.H.4H.W.

.

.

'Assoc progress e'a

.

a
.

l

.-
retro a*V retro now

.018 ..27 .005 .10

(Yler)

.-

MITRE

,.

. ..,-

U.W, $20/ft2

.

Real 4%

.

f

..

Assume Price increase

of electricity at Zrl'a

greeter then inflatioo.

Percent Conversion
100%
501 F. _ _ _

02 i-:-.--'''/.17----.'

National Energy,

Flan

-

(402 tax credit'oa lii $
252 on next $6400. Deel
to 25Z/$1000. 152/$6400,

4

cost conventiOnal
goat polar

-

.

RATA

,

_

.

$1050 H.W.

.

,

Equal to loni,term

jlorttflit interest

rates, unspecified.

Cas supply will dieinish.

Prices will increase.
.

.

Implied mitunPUOn all

new construction will be
.

electr c: 4.5C/N341

increasine 52 greater,

than inflation.

Kerkst. Summary

H.W. s.k.

retro UAW retro ACV

1932 77.92 12.62 3.22 9.52

1987 10.42 7.6% 19.32 21.1

1992 10.42 3.02 36.3% 7,92

.

ssuass National

Energy Plan

(402 tax credit on let $11
52 on next $6400. Declil

to 25zillep0, 152/$6400.)

.

-
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FIGURE 2 .

MARKET PENETRATION PER TEAR
f

il

- S.H.
r-

H.W.
Rettol New Retro New

(a)
Ecomoodo Ratioeality
(including arch/aesth.
coesideratione)

.10 .60 .4 .50

.

.50

'(b)
Qrientatioa L Struct.

-'

.

.

.50. .30 .40

(c)
Age (retro-only)

.67

.67

j M.A.

.67

.67

.

1P

N.A.

.50

(4)
Free of obstacles

'

(a)
10% (10 yr.) converaioe,
fretro-only1

.

.10
4

N.A. .10 W.A.

t..

YEARLY !SARK= PENETRATION
RATIO

Sr

.013 .27

_

.0050 .10

CALCULAZIOS OPMAREET PENETRATION FACTORS:
(a) Econ. Rationality

Far M.N.: (new L retro): Oely 20% of people will not %mot" to spend the
$1500, or ere just. against the looks of them.

For S.W. & W.W: (new 4 retro): ona-half the people will refuse co put oui
(or borrow) the' money sisply becauas of the large amount of doliars involved
(approXieacely 46000+). .

(b) Orient/11cm' & Structure
.

For Half the houses have oriastatioa problems; no real struct. problem.

For S.W. 4 U.N.: 4 have orisetation problem:.

- Retro - Another 20Z have structural or space problem.

- New - 101 have space problem: no structural problems.

(c) Alt
- Retro oo1y WiLt 211 yeas solar symtemlifet Awl 30 roma' hawm lifiab emir

211 of housing still has necessary life left.

(d) Free of'Obstaclee

.N,W. approximately 2/3 of ell houss are free from tress, buildings, hills, .

etc. (S.H. )tis more of a problem because of mors'ares).

(e) IQ% Conversion (Retro only)
A

Approximately 10 years necessary to convert available barber.
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FIGURE 3.

COMPARISON- OF NUMBER OF SOLAR SYSTEM
INSTALLATIONS PROJECTED BY THE THREE STUDIES
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FIGURE 4,

MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS
FOR "TYPICAL" SOLAR SYSTM

At.

DHW

,

c ,

DHW & SH

DESIdN 10 manhours 10 man hours

INSTALLATION 40 fult.nhours _ . 125 manhours

,

MAINTENANCE 2 manhours./
P

.
10 manhour s

,

TOTAL

,

a.
52 165

.
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MANPOWER DEMAND FOR SPrekifiEATING AND DOMESTIC HOT WATER
SYSTEMS BY STATE. (In Thousands) ,

'BASED -ON THE UNIVERSITY PF NEW MEXICO STUDY
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.JIGURE 7

MANPOWER DEMAND 'FOR DOMESTIC HOT QATEi SYSTEMS
BY STATE (In Thousands)
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FIGURE 10
DEHAND FOR SOLAR TEtHNICIANS BY YEAR,

COMPARISON OF THREE STUDIES
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FIGURE 11 (CONTINUgD)
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